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Digital Signage



How Digital Signage 
Can Improve the Shopping Experience 
in the Post-COVID Era
COVID-19 dominated the headlines in 2020 and 2021, turning global industry upside down and transformed our everyday life. The 
situation had an outsized impact on the physical retail sector, where lockdowns and endless social distancing led to decreased foot 
traffic and sales. In order to lure customers back to their storefronts, businesses will have to combine digital signage with other novel 
technologies to create a retail environment that’s both alluring and safe.

The biggest advantage of digital signage is that interactive and 
dynamic content attract and capture our attention in 
milliseconds. Vibrant electronic content is also quickly identified 
and readily remembered by our brains. The data supports this 
fact: According to consumer surveys, 80% of consumers have 
entered a store due to attention-grabbing digital signage, and 
68% of consumers stated that advertising on digital signage 
influenced their decisions to purchase the featured product or 
service. Furthermore, in two other separate surveys, 58% of 
respondents indicated that they consider digital signage ads to 
be unique, and 83% of respondents could recall at least one ad 
they’d seen on a digital billboard in the last 30 days.

The global pandemic has also stimulated the need for personal 
shopping advisors that employ artificial intelligence (AI). These 
AI assistants, combined with digital signage, can help 
throughout the entirety of the purchasing process. They can 
give advice on style, narrow product options, help consumers 
get the best price, and even handle online payment. AI can also 
help retail operators collect data more easily, so that stores can 
deliver relevant targeted ads and provide customers with 
personalized shopping experiences.

In the post-pandemic era, digital signage will synergize with AI 
and streaming technology to facilitate retail’s digital 
transformation and ensure every customer has an efficient, 
safe, and enjoyable shopping experience.

Over 80% of Consumers Clearly Recall 
Messages on Digital Signage

How can digital signage help retailers reshape the shopping 
experience and increase sales in a post-COVID world? One 
survey found that four out of five brands saw up to a 33% 
increase in sales after switching from print to digital signage. 
Research also shows that customers browse for 30% longer in 
stores that have deployed digital signage, and spend 29.5% 
more on average.

Moreover, digital signage can enhance customer service 
quality. For instance, retail stores can use it to manage 
checkout queues and direct customers to the next open till, 
which, according to studies, can reduce perceived wait time by 
as much as 35%. And most importantly, retail statistics indicate 
that digital signage creates a 46% increase in customer 
satisfaction.

Boost Customer Spending by 30% and 
Satisfaction by Nearly 50%

30%
Time spent in store 

33%
Sales

46%
Customer satisfaction
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Optimize the Use of Space,
Revitalize the Shopping
Experience

Smart shelf displays can be integrated seamlessly 
into retail gondolas and fixtures. These displays can 
deliver targeted product information and real-time 
promotional offers to the consumer, creating a 
customer centric shopping experience. Consumers 
can instantly gather details on a products origins, 
prices, ingredients, and recommendations without 
ever asking for help from store staff. When 
combined with additional sensors or triggers, the 
smart shelf displays can create a powerful 
customer experience. Additionally, retailers can 
collect valuable insights on consumers’ preferences 
and shopping habits to optimize store operations.

AUO’s native stretched LCD panels are manufactured 
through a photo mask process to ensure the highest quality 
and reliability. The narrow bezel design increases the 
aesthetic appeal on store shelves. With displays up to 700 
nits, AUO’s smart shelf displays deliver great visuals and 
attract attention even in well-lit venues.

Professional-grade Quality 
and Reliability

Smart shelf displays integrated into the edge of the fixtures provide valuable promotional uplift without taking up precious space. They 
help enhance the customer experience and reduce labor cost with real-time and dynamic product information which is delivered 
automatically across the stores or chain stores. The ultra-wide color screen is an ideal fit for most shelving units and captures the 
customers’ attention with tailored ads and messages.

Stand Out in the Retail Space

Super Narrow
Bezel

High
Brightness

USB 
Plug & Play

All-In-One 
Solution

24hours/
7days

Portrait / 
Landscape

The USB plug-and-play function allows for simple installation and 
operation. Visual content can be updated and played easily with a USB 
drive. AUO smart shelf display PS22B is designed with an integrated 
PC and built-in WiFi, which allows retailers to connect and manage the 
displays through a cloud-based Content Management System (CMS) 
easily and efficiently enterprise wide.

Plug & Play, All-in-One Solution

Wi-Fi

USB
BOX



Stretched D
isplay

Expand Your Visual Impact 
with Stretched Displays

AUO’s stretched displays can operate 24 / 7 for non-stop 
information services. Unlike other stretched signage that uses 
cut panels, AUO’s stretched signage uses displays that feature 
a photo mask manufacturing process which ensures high quality 
and outstanding industrial-grade performance.

High Reliability and Durability 
for 24/7 Operation

EN50155 is an international standard 
regulating electronic equipment used on 
railway vehicles and related rail applications to 
ensure quality and reliability.

EN50155 Certified Quality 
for Use in Various Harsh 
Environment

EN50155

Smaller than traditional digital signage, AUO’s 
ultra-wide stretched displays, utilize our unique Tartan 
display technology. These units offer a space saving, 
energy-efficient and reliable display solution. AUO’s 
stretched displays allow you to effectively use smaller 
spaces to deliver impactful messaging that enhances 
your content presentation and inspires your customers. 
AUO’s Stretched Signage can be used in applications 
like public transportation hubs, elevators, concourses, 
and other limited space venues. 

AUO Stretched Signage makes every space counts. Ultra-wide aspect ratios are well-suited for various applications in 
retail stores, transportation hubs and quick service restaurants.

Versatile Solution for Every Space

AUO stretched displays feature up to 1,500 nits 
and with AUO’s unique high-temperature liquid 
crystal technology our displays are guarded 
against black spots which occur under high 
temperature ranges.  AUO’s stretched signage 
can be applied to both well-lit indoor or semi-out-
door environment to display vivid content and 
crisp images.

Optimal Viewing 
Experience in Bright 
Environment

Stylish Thin 
Design

High 
Brightness

USB 
Plug & Play

24hours/
7days

Portrait / 
Landscape

AUO Native Photomask

(Potential risk of black borders caused by vapor infiltration after cutting)

Conventional Cutting
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 Facing D
igital Signage

Auto Light Sensor

Outstanding Visibility, 
Vivid Content

AUO’s window facing digital signage features high 
brightness and excellent sunlight readability. This allows 
retailers to draw the shoppers’ attention with clear 
content and crisp images even during daylight hours. The 
ultra thin design means less space is required and the 
displays can be used in either a kiosk or mounted from the 
ceiling.

The brightness of AUO’s window-facing digital signage is 
automatically adjusted according to the environment by a built 
in ambient light sensor. When the environment is bright, the 
screen brightness is increased for better visibility, when the 
environment is dark, the brightness is decreased for efficient 
power consumption.

Brightness Control for 
Visibility and Power Efficiency

AUO window-facing digital signage features up to 2,500 nits 
to making it an excellent choice even in daylight hours. 

Outstanding Visibility 
beyond the Windows

AUO’s window facing displays come with circular polarizer 
technology (Quarter Wave Plate, QWP) that enables clear 
visibility even when wearing polarized sunglasses.

High Visibility with 
Sunglasses

High 
Brightness

Ultra Thin
& Light

High 
Temperature 

LC

Sunlight 
Readable

(Circular Polarizer)

24hours/
7days

Portrait / 
Landscape



Digital ART with 
all the Sensations

Introducing AUO’s latest display technology 
advancement,  A.R.T. – Advanced Reflectionless 
Technology. A.R.T. displays bring the world of canvas 
and paper into the digital realm without image 
distortion. These displays present life like digital images 
down to the finest brushstrokes, subtle tones, and 
textures without altering the work, presenting it just as 
the artist intended. Additionally, the high contrast and 
brilliant color performance of the A.R.T. displays ensure 
that they are suitable for the finest art galleries, 
museums and private collections. 

AUO A.R.T. display features stunning technology that lowers 
disturbances from direct glare. These displays preform even in 
conditions that are subject to unfiltered light from windows and 
light fixtures. In addition to displaying high quality art work, they 
are outstanding for applications that require enhanced 
readability and visual clarity. 

High Readability and 
Visual Clarity for Clearer Content

AUO A.R.T. displays can be managed quickly and easily via a 
USB port or through a mobile app for a more dynamic program. 
A.R.T. conveniently enables users to share their favorite 
artwork, photos and documents with families/friends. Add a 
3rd party content management system (CMS), and users can 
manage and change the content remotely on A.R.T. displays. 
This allows friends/families to share their favorite art work and 
update new pieces of art real time.  

* this function needs to collaborate with 3rd party CMS.

A.R.T. Displays Work Your Way 

AUO’s A.R.T. displays can be mounted on the 
wall, hung from the ceiling, or utilize a table 
stand. The displays can also be placed into a 
variety of frames so that, our A.R.T. can 
highlight your art just the way you want it. 

It is Art

A
.R

.T
. D

isplay 

Square
USB 

Plug & Play Mobile app Anti-Glare Anti-Reflection Paper Like

A.R.T. Display Other Display

A B A B C

Remote update Multiple device 
Update

USB Mobile App

AUO’s industry-leading A.R.T. displays feature a unique surface structure design that  greatly reduces direct glare while, maintaining an 
excellent image quality, even in bright environments. AUO’s surface design also, eliminates ambient light disturbances and helps preserve 
the true color tones, saturation and ambient contrast. With A.R.T.  Display., artist, galleries, and admirers alike are able to reproduce 
texture, brushstrokes and original colors of the artworks and paintings they love in an authentic digital format.

Advanced Reflectionless Technology 
Provides Authentic Image Quality for Real Life Art Work



Various Sizes
Available

Bundled 
Kits

10 Points
Multi-Touch

High 
Brightness

24hours/
7days

Portrait / 
Landscape

The Utmost in 
Customized Design

AUO offers a full line-up of open frame displays (OFD) to 
meet our customers’ many needs. Open Frame designs 
allow customers to integrate the display into their 
specific applications or designs. Flexible mounting 
configurations, numerous ports and connectivity 
options give these displays the ability to work in a variety 
of applications.

A full line-up of open frame displays are available in sizes from 
21.5” to 55” suitable for your specific applications. Touch 
screens can also be added for interactive applications. Let us 
help you design your next display. 

Complete Product Portfolio 
for Diverse Applications

AUO displays adopt embedded cooling system and high 
temperature liquid crystal to prevent displays from blackening, 
making them ideal for outdoor and semi-outdoor applications. 
The built-in auto brightness control function enables displays 
to provide clear images throughout the day and reduce power 
consumption at night.

Auto Temperature & 
Brightness Control

Engineered for seamless integration, AUO’s open 
frame series displays can be adapted to fit a wide 
variety of applications. Our OFD’s can be customized 
to meet specific design criteria and with safety 
certifications valid across numerous countries, the 
bundled-kits solutions make customers’ design-in 
process smoother and faster.

Versatile & Adaptable 
Solutions

O
pen Fram

e D
isplay

Ordering 
Machine

Up to 
2500 nits

Auto Brightness

10 Points

Game
MachineKiosk



Credit card size
60mm x 100mm

175mm x 100mm

Workload Optimized
Intel® SDM-L

Space Optimized
Intel® SDM-S

UHD 4K

Intel® SD
M

 R
eady D

isplay

AUO’s UHD 4K SDM series delivers outstanding picture quality 
with vivid details and realistic images. Sharp, clear content and 
text make your application come to life. Coupled with a 4-sided 
even bezel design, the new UHD 4K SDM product lineup 
provides an immersive and seamless viewing experience.

In addition, USB plug-and-play allows content to be loaded in 
seconds. Connecting multiple displays is simplified by daisy 
chaining the displays via HDMI.

The Intel® SDM has evolved from the Open Pluggable Specification 
(OPS). It offers a smaller form factor and can be powered by a wide 
range of Intel® processors. The player is available in two form factors 
the SDM-S and the larger SDM-L. Intel® SDM–S is roughly the size of 
a credit card, ideal for low power consumption, basic signage 
applications. Intel® SDM–L is designed for high-performance 
computing implementation. These units provide users with the 
flexibility to select the platform and features that best support their 
needs. AUO’s hybrid slot design is compatible with both if the Intel 
SDM formats. This allows users greater flexibility in selecting 
computing engine that’s optimized for their specific needs.

Intel® SDM - 
The Smart New Option

UHD 4K SDM Series 
Stylish Even Bezel Design

Easy Installation, 
Powerful Performance & 
Low Maintenance Hassle

AUO SDM display series features the integrated Intel® 
Smart Display Module (Intel® SDM) for smart digital 
signage applications. Retailers and system integrators 
alike, are searching for a simple all-in-one solution with 
hassle free operations. The AUO SDM series delivers on 
these requirements by providing a scalable, future proof, 
plug and play platform.

The AUO SDM series is designed to handle the rigors of 
24 / 7 commercial applications but flexible enough to 
support easy upgrades and service. The feature rich 
scalable platform allows for simple installation, extended 
compatibility and the ability to fit into a diverse set of 
markets.

Hybrid SDM
Slot Design

Ultra High 
Resolution

High
Brightness

Stylish Thin 
Design

24hours/
7days

Portrait / 
Landscape

Easy Installation Easy Upgrade
(Hardware)

Easy Maintenance Plug & Play

The AUO SDM displays are fully compatible with Windows, 
Android, and Linux based OS solutions, allowing for more 
CMS OS options. With the plug-and-play SDM cards, it is 
easy to install, upgrade and maintain with no hassle. Also, 
there is no need for external media player with swappable 
SDM cards.

Easy Installation, 
Upgrade and Maintenance



Wi-Fi LAN USB

The Stylish and Superb 
All-in-One Smart Signage 

This super slim, stylish display is a scant 25mm* in depth and can 
dress up commercial interiors without compromising the 
functionality. Featuring a zero-gap wall mount that is included for 
quick and simple installation, the UHD Super Slim is perfect for 
ADA concerns and space conscious installation.

*PUS43A

Vivid Slimline 
Enhances the Space

The UHD 4K ultra high resolution produces sharper text and 
crisper details. It easily handles any indoor lighting challenges 
with 700nits while the extraordinary 4,000:1 contrast ratio 
generates vivid, brilliant images, making your message and 
pictures come to life.

Ultra High Picture Quality

Complete with an embedded Android operating system (v 10.0), 
the content management of AUO UHD Super Slim Signage is easy 
and convenient via WiFi or LAN. With the USB plug-and-play 
function, content files can be deployed in seconds. A built-in 
central IR remote control is available to simplify operation.

Hassle-Free Content 
Management and Deployment

Conventional AUO Super Slim

25mm

AUO UHD Super Slim Signage Solution is a perfect 
digital display for applications that require a more 
elegant appearance. The super slim <25mm* design in 
depth can dress up commercial interiors and its 4K UHD 
resolution delivers eye-catching images. Combined with 
a zero-gap wall mount, AUO UHD Super Slim Signage is 
a perfect solution for ADA concerns and space 
conscious installations.

*PUS43A

U
H

D
 Super Slim

 Signage

Ultra High 
Resolution

Slim 
Design

All-In-One
Solution

USB 
Plug & Play

24hours/
7days

Portrait / 
Landscape



PS22A

PS22B

1920 x 165 

1920 x 165 

700

700

1000 : 1

1000 : 1

15W

15W

190

190

 I/O (Control) Wireless

-

ARM® Cortex™- 
A35 Quad – core 1.3GHz ,
1GB DDR3 , 8GB eMMC

SpeakerI/O (Signal input) I/O (Signal output)

587.08 x 62.05 x 16.5

587.08 x 62.05 x 16.5

50,000

50,000

24 / 7

24 / 7

Smart Shelf Display

0.67

0.7

22.9" smart shelf 
(60cm)

22.9" smart shelf
(All-in-one) (60cm)

Brightness
(cd/m2)

Contrast 
ratioResolutionModel

Power
consumption

(typ.)
Outline dimension

(mm)
Weight

(kg)
Wall Mount

(mm)
Product life

(hr)
Operation hours

(hr/day) Operation mode

Portrait / Landscape

Portrait / Landscape

-

Micro HDMI x 1

Micro HDMI x 1
Micro USB x  1

-

-

Micro USB x 1 (Ethernet / Storage)
Type C x 1 (Power out)

-

Wi-Fi
802.11 b/g/n

P/N

-

-

System

PH55B 1920 x 1080 2500 4000:1 339W VESA
400 x 400

 I/O (Control) I/O (Audio)

-

SpeakerI/O (Signal input) I/O (Signal output)

1238.2 x 709 x 108 50,000 24 / 7

Window Facing Digital Signage

26.555" HB Window
Facing Signage

Brightness
(cd/m2)

Contrast 
ratioResolutionModel

Power
consumption

(typ.)
Outline dimension

(mm)
Weight

(kg)
Wall Mount

(mm)
Product life

(hr)
Operation hours

(hr/day) Operation mode

Portrait / Landscape -HDMI x 2 RS232 x 1 (In) 
 Ambient Light Sensor

Audio x 1 (In)
Audio x 1 (Out)

P/N

10W x 2

SDM Slot

- 305.28 x 305.28 304 x 304 1920 x RGB x 1920 350 
(Typ.)

1000:1
 (Typ.)

RAM Storage
Operation 

System

12V DC (Type C) 802.11 b/g/n/
ac 2.4/5GHz 2T2R

Bluetooth
Outline 

Dimension (mm) CPU

A.R.T. (*) 50,000 
(Min.) 26W

A.R.T. Square Display

Normally Black 
(AHVA)17”

Bezel Opening 
(mm)

Resolution
(pixel)

Active area
 (mm)Size (inch)

Brightness 
(nits)

Surface 
Treatment

Display
Mode 

Contrast
Ratio

LED Life 
(hrs.)

Power 
Consumption 

(typ.)
Weight 

(kg)

2.1
 (Unpacked) 2GB DDRARM® Cortex™- 

A53 Quad-core
330 x 330 x 19.9 8GB eMMC Android 9.0

Micro USB x 2 , 
Micro SD Card x 1 

(max 64GB)

P/N

4.2

I/O ports Power Input WIFI

PS42A
PS42B

PS48A 

1920 x 480 

1920 x 360 

1500 
700

700

4000:1

4000:1

95W
70W

62W

400 x 100
200 x 100

100 x 600

 I/O (Control) I/O (Audio)

-

-

SpeakerI/O (Signal input) I/O (Signal output)

1059.5 x 288.9 x 64.7

1232.4 x 249.6 x 45 

50,000

50,000

24 / 7

24 / 7

Stretched Display

9.5

7.3

42" Stretched 

48.5" Stretched

Brightness
(cd/m2)

Contrast 
ratioResolutionModel

Power
consumption

(typ.)
Outline dimension

(mm)
Weight

(kg)
Wall Mount

(mm)
Product life

(hr)
Operation hours

(hr/day) Operation mode

Portrait / Landscape

Portrait / Landscape

DVI-D x 1

HDMI x 1

HDMI x 1 / DVI-D x 2
 D-SUB x 1

HDMI x 2 / DP x 1
USB x 1

RS232 x 1 (In) / RS232 x 1 (Out)
RJ45 x 1 / USB x 1 

Ambient Light Sensor

RS232 x 1 (In) / RS232 x 1 (Out)
IR x 1 (In) / IR x 1 (Out)

Audio x 1 (In)
Audio x 1 (Out)

Audio x 1 (Out)

P/N

-

-

SDM Slot

Specification



PUSDM55A

PUSDM65A

PUSDM75A

3840 x 2160

3840 x 2160

3840 x 2160

500

500

500

4000:1

4000:1

4000:1

139W

180W

360W

VESA
400 x 400 

VESA
600 x 400 

VESA
400 x 400 

 I/O (Control) I/O (Audio)

Intel® SDM-S & SDM-L
Compatible (12V/5A)

Intel® SDM-S & SDM-L
Compatible (12V/5A)

Intel® SDM-S & SDM-L
Compatible (12V/5A)

SpeakerI/O (Signal input) I/O (Signal output)

1238.50 x 709.30 x 59.20 

1457.69 x 832.73 x 69.90

1676 x 954 x 79 

50,000

50,000

50,000

24 / 7

24 / 7

24 / 7

Intel® SDM Ready Display - UHD SDM Display

20

23

45

55" UHD SDM 

65" UHD SDM 

75" UHD SDM

Brightness
(cd/m2)

Contrast 
ratioResolutionModel

Power
consumption

(typ.)
Outline dimension

(mm)
Weight

(kg)
Wall Mount

(mm)
Product life

(hr)
Operation hours

(hr/day) Operation mode

Portrait / Landscape

Portrait / Landscape

Portrait / Landscape

HDMI x1

HDMI x1

HDMI x1

HDMI x 2
DP x 1 / USB x1

HDMI x 2
DP x 1 / USB x1

HDMI x 2
DP x 1 / USB x1

RS232 x 1 (In) / RS232 x 1 (Out)
Note: all phone jack type
IR x 1 (In) / IR x 1 (Out)

RS232 x 1 (In) / RS232 x 1 (Out)
Note: all phone jack type

IR x 1 (In)/ IR x 1 (Out)

RS232 x 1 (In) / RS232 x 1 (Out)
Note: all phone jack type
IR x 1 (In) / IR x 1 (Out)

Audio x 1 (Out)

Audio x 1 (Out)

Audio x 1 (Out)

P/N

10W x 2

10W x 2

10W x 2

SDM Slot

Specification

OFH21B

OFTH21B

OFH32B

OFH55B

OFH55C

1920 x 1080

1920 x 1080

1920 x 1080

1920 x 1080

1920 x 1080

1500

1200
(w/touch)

1500

2500

2500

1000:1

1000:1

4000:1

4000:1

4000:1

50W

50W

111W

308W

236W

VESA
200 x 100 ,
100 x100

VESA
200 x 100 ,
100 x100

VESA
400 x 200

VESA
400 x 400

VESA
600 x 400

 I/O (Control) I/O (Audio)

-

-

-

-

-

SpeakerI/O (Signal input) I/O (Signal output)

504.1 x 295.2 x 55

524.24 x 316.71 x 60.3

726.46 x 420.9 x 77.5

1235.6 x 706.4 x 107.98

1235.6 x 706.4 x 107.98

50,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

24 / 7

24 / 7

24 / 7

24 / 7

24 / 7

HB Open Frame Display

5.2

6.5

9.5

22

23.5 

21.5" HB
Open Frame Set

21.5" HB PCAP 10
Point Open Frame Set

32" HB
Open Frame Set

55" HB
Open Frame Set

55” HB 
Open Frame Set

Brightness
(cd/m2)

Contrast 
ratioResolutionModel

Power
consumption

(typ.)
Outline dimension

(mm)
Weight

(kg)
Wall Mount

(mm)
Product life

(hr)
Operation hours

(hr/day) Operation mode

Portrait / Landscape

Portrait / Landscape

Portrait / Landscape

Portrait / Landscape

Portrait / Landscape

-

-

-

-

-

HDMI x 1 / DP x 1
DVI-D x 1 / D-SUB x 1

HDMI x 1 / DP x 1
DVI-D x 1 / D-SUB x 1

HDMI x 1 / DP x 1
DVI-D x 1 / D-SUB x 1

HDMI x 1 / DP x 1
DVI-D x 1 / D-SUB x 1

HDMI x 2/ DP x 1
 D-SUB x 1

RS232 x 1 (In) 
 Ambient Light Sensor

RS232 x 1 (In) 
 Ambient Light Sensor

RS232 x 1 (In) 
 Ambient Light Sensor

RS232 x 1 (In) 
 Ambient Light Sensor

RS232 x 1 (In)/ RS232 x 1 (Out) 
Ambient Light Sensor

Audio x 1 (In)
Audio x 1 (Out)

Audio x 1 (In)
Audio x 1 (Out)

Audio x 1 (In)
Audio x 1 (Out)

Audio x 1 (In)
Audio x 1 (Out)

Audio x 1 (In)
Audio x 1 (Out)

P/N

-

-

-

-

-

SDM Slot



PUS43A

PUS50A

PUS55A

PUS65A

3840 x 2160

3840 x 2160

3840 x 2160

3840 x 2160

700

700

700

700

4000:1

4000:1

4000:1

4000:1

95W

100W

110W

150W

VESA
400 x 400

VESA
400 x 400

VESA
400 x 400

VESA
400 x 400

 I/O (Control) I/O (Audio)

Android 9.0
3GB DDR4 / 32GB eMMC

WiFi Dongle (optional)

Android 9.0
3GB DDR4 / 32GB eMMC

WiFi Dongle (optional)

Android 9.0
3GB DDR4 / 32GB eMMC

WiFi Dongle (optional)

Android 9.0
3GB DDR4 / 32GB eMMC

WiFi Dongle (optional)

SpeakerI/O (Signal input) I/O (Signal output)

964.78 x 553.02 x 25

1117 x 639 x 30 (*)

1234 x 703.9 x 34.4

1450.5 x 827 x 39.9 (*)

50,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

24 / 7

24 / 7

24 / 7

24 / 7

UHD Super Slim Signage

12.5

16

21.5

29

43" Slim Signage

50” Slim Signage

55" Slim Signage

65” Slim Signage

Brightness
(cd/m2)

Contrast 
ratioResolutionModel

Power
consumption

(typ.)
Outline dimension

(mm)
Weight

(kg)
Wall Mount

(mm)
Product life

(hr)
Operation hours

(hr/day) Operation mode

Portrait / Landscape

Portrait / Landscape

Portrait / Landscape

Portrait / Landscape

-

-

-

-

HDMI x 2 / USB x 2

HDMI x 2 / USB x 2

HDMI x 2 / USB x 2

HDMI x 2 / USB x 2

RS232C (In) x 1 (2.5mm)
IR (In) x 1 (3.5mm) / RJ45 (In) x 1

RS232C (In) x 1 (2.5mm)
IR (In) x 1 (3.5mm) / RJ45 (In) x 1

RS232C (In) x 1 (2.5mm)
IR (In) x 1 (3.5mm) / RJ45 (In) x 1

RS232C (In) x 1 (2.5mm)
IR (In) x 1 (3.5mm) / RJ45 (In) x 1

Audio x 1 (Out)

Audio x 1 (Out)

Audio x 1 (Out)

Audio x 1 (Out)

P/N

-

-

-

-

System

PFSDM32A

PFSDM43B 

PFSDM55B 

1920 x 1080 

1920 x 1080 

1920 x 1080 

500

500

500

4000:1

4000:1

4000:1

35W

60W

80W

200 x 100 

VESA
200 x 200 

VESA
300 x 300 

 I/O (Control) I/O (Audio)

Intel® SDM-S & SDM-L
Compatible (12V/5A)

Intel® SDM-S & SDM-L
Compatible (12V/5A)

Intel® SDM-S & SDM-L
Compatible (12V/5A)

SpeakerI/O (Signal input) I/O (Signal output)

725.8 x 420.3 x 57.9

971.5 x 567.5 x 53

1242.4 x 722 x 53 

50,000

50,000

50,000

24 / 7

24 / 7

24 / 7

Intel® SDM Ready Display - FHD SDM Display

8.8

10

17

32" FHD SDM 

43" FHD SDM 

55" FHD  SDM

Brightness
(cd/m2)

Contrast 
ratioResolutionModel

Power
consumption

(typ.)
Outline dimension

(mm)
Weight

(kg)
Wall Mount

(mm)
Product life

(hr)
Operation hours

(hr/day) Operation mode

Portrait / Landscape

Portrait / Landscape

Portrait / Landscape

Optional signal
output x 1

via SDM mode

Optional signal
output x 1

via SDM mode

Optional signal
output x 1

via SDM mode

HDMI x 1 / DP x 1
DVI-D x 1 / D-SUB x 1

HDMI x 1 / DP x 1
DVI-D x 1 / D-SUB x 1

HDMI x 1 / DP x 1
DVI-D x 1 / D-SUB x 1

  RS232 x 1 (In) / IR x 1 (In)

RS232 x 1 (In) / IR x 1 (In)

RS232 x 1 (In) / IR x 1 (In)

Audio x 1 (In)
Audio x 1 (Out)

Audio x 1 (In)
Audio x 1 (Out)

Audio x 1 (In)
Audio x 1 (Out)

P/N

10W x 2

10W x 2

10W x 2

SDM Slot

Specification


